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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let p be a prime and n a positive integer, and let GF(p”) denote the 
finite field with p” elements. Let S(p”) be the group of all permutations of 
GF(p”) of the form x + ax” + b, for a, b in GF(p”), a #O, and (r in 
Aut(GF(p”)). Then S(p”) is a solvable group of derived length 3 which acts 
2-transitively on GF(p”), and the stabilizer of 0 is T(p”) = (x -+ ax”1 
a E GF(p”), a f 0, 0 E Aut(G8’(pn))}. C onversely, Huppert [6] showed in 
1957 that every finite solvable 2-transitive p rmutation group is per- 
mutation isomorphic to some subgroup of S(p”), or has one of the degrees 
3’, .5*, 72, 112, 23*, or 34. Foulser [4] generalized this to a classification of 
the finite primitive solvable groups of rank 3 or 4. We generalize this 
further as follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a primitive solvable permutation group of degree d 
and rank r. Then either 
(i) d < ((r + 1.43)/241j3)’ for c = 36.435663 or 
(ii) for some integers m, k with kG0.157 log,((r + 1.43)/241i3), 
dzpmk and G is permutation isomorphic to a solvable subgroup of the 
wreath product S(p”) wr Sk in its primitive action on (GF(P”‘))~ (see 
Section 3; Sk denotes the symmetric group on k elements). 
2. PRIMITIVE SOLVABLE PERMUTATION GROUPS 
Let G be a primitive solvable permutation group of degree d. Then [6] 
d= p” for some prime p, and G has a unique minimal normal subgroup V. 
Moreover, V is regular elementary abelian of order p” (and so can be 
regarded as a vector space of dimension n over GF(p)), and a one point 
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stabilizer G = CO9 say. of C acts on li’ by conjugation asan irreducible sk-
group of the linear group GL( V) = GL(q pj. Conversely [i j? if G is a~ 
irreducible subgroup of GL( V) then the split extecsion G= 5’. G = 
{zg / r E F. g E G, and (~g)(y) = g(;f ) + 1‘ for yE V> is a primitive p rmu~aeion 
group acting on P’. By definition the rank of &; is the number of orbi~s oi’ G
in its action on P’, and thus the study of the primitive solvable permntat!cE 
groups of degree n= @’ and rank i’ reduces ‘IO the study of the irreducibk 
solvable subgroups of GL(rz, p) with F orbits cn the underiying ve~or 
space. 
So now iet G be an irreducible solvable subgroup of Gi(q p). Suppose 
first hat G is primitive as a linear group, Then, improving an earlier 
qualita:ive result of Dornhoff [3]. we have proved previous;;; 
[ IQ Theorem I]: 
THEOREM 2. Let p he a ptime and ief G he a so!rab/e pt%witi~~ subgrcsq; 
oJ4‘ Gt(n, 0). L2t 1’ be ?he nwnber of orbits qf G on the underlyit;g !xc~l~! 
space of p” elements, and suppose G is no? pemutntion imwwphic fo T<p”j 
hi rizk at-lion, Then either > p”“i12n + 1. or p” is one q,f 17”: i94. 7’. 5” 7’; 
118 128 7" 316 ~ i-l r i , GY j16. 
Thus we need now consider the case where G is an imprimitive linear 
group. Since a subgroup has at least as many crbits as any gro\:p 
containing it, it will suffice toconsider maximai solvable imprimitiue iinear 
groups. Such groups can be identified with wreath pro 
begin by examining wreath product actions. 
3. WREATH PRODXZ 
Let H be a subgroup of S, acting on the set i: and K a subgroup oE -5, 
acting on the set 3. Then the wreath product of .H and K is defined ?o be 
the group H wr K= { (sI) .,,.* x,,; ~1) i-xi EHq 1’ EK) with multipiicalion 
defined by 
Then H \vr K has two natural actions (see, for example, [I ] ): 
(ij The imprimitive action on TX d defined by is,, .. . . x,,; .I,)(:;~ d! = 
(s6(;:), ~$6)). We will denote the permutation group H wr K acting on 1-z: .A 
by H wrI K. Then H wrI K is transitive f H and K both are, and in this case 
is imprimitive provided K is nontrivial. Further, any maximal imprimiti,qe 
permutation group is permutation isomorphic to an Imprimitive wrea: 
product of two nontrivial permutation groups. 
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(ii) The primitive action on I-” defined by (x1, .. . . .u,~; y)(r,, ... . 11~) = 
(-JI;, . . . . yiI) for 11: = (I,.-,J~,-~~,,)). We will denote the permutation group 
H wr K acting on rH by H wr,, K. Then H wrP K is transitive provided H is 
transitive. 
Further we have the following: 
THEOREM 3 [9, p. 3291. If H is a transitive p rmutation group and K is 
a primitive permutation group which is not regular then H wr, K is a 
primitive permutation group. 
We can combine these wreath product actions as follows: 
THEOREM 4 [S, Theorems 1 and 31. For anJ1 permlrtation groups H, K, 
L, ,t’e have (up to permutation isomorphism) (H wrI K) wr, L = 
H wrI( K wr, L), and (H wr, K) wrP L = H wrP (K wr, L). 
Now note that if I- can be identified with a linear space U over a finite 
field so that H acts as a linear group on U, then H wr, K acts as a linear 
group on u”. This action is in general imprimitive asa linear group: 
THEOREM 5 [ 11, Lemma 15.41. Let H be an irreducible subgroz4p of 
GL( U) and K a transitive subgroup of S,, n > 1. Then H wr, K is an 
imprimitive linear group on U”, and is irreducible unless U is a one-dimen- 
sional space over GF(2). 
Furthermore these imprimitive linear groups are maximal: 
THEOREM 6 [ll, Theorem 15.51. Let G be a maximal solvable 
imprimitive subgroup of GL(n, p). Then G is similar as a linear group to a 
wreath product H wrP K, where H is a maximal solvable primitive subgroup 
of GL(m, p), K is a maximal solvable transitive sl4bgroup of Sk, k > 1, and 
n = mk. 
The relationship between primitive solvable permutation groups and 
irreducible solvable linear groups may now be expressed as follows: 
THEOREM 7. Let G (resp. H) be a primitive solvable permutation group 
with unique minimal normal subgroup V (resp. Uj and the stabilizer of 0 
denoted by G<GL(V) (resp. H<GL(lJ)j, so G= V.G (resp. R= U.H). 
Let K be a transitive solvable subgroup of S, (n 2 1). Then G = B wrP K if 
and only if G = H wrp K (where equalitlv holds up to permutation 
isomorphism j. 
ProoJ If G= I? wrP K then G=G,,=(Rwr,K),=(ROwr,K)= 
H wrP K (by the definition fwrP). Conversely, suppose G = H wrP K, so 
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Thus G and R wrP K are permutation isomorphic in their actions on CT’. 
which completes the proof. 
Finahy we consider the number of orbits of the wreath product in its 
product action: 
THEOREM 8. Let H be a subgroup of S, acting 0~ the ser I- wirh ir orbi:?. 
and let K be a subgroup of Sk. k 2 1. Then the number of orbits of H svrp X 
on the set Tk is (l/lKj)&EKhc’g), where for aq~ g in K, c( g j is the number 
cf cjdes irr the permutatior2 g.
ProoJ Let 52 be the set of orbits of H on r, /RI =A, and let E be the 
trivial permutation group on Q. Then it is easy to see that the number 
of orbits of N wrP A’ on r” is equal to the number of orbits of E wrP K 
on Qk. By [7, Theorem4.101 this number is (1i;IKI) 
(!/lK’i ) EgeK hC’S). 
As a consequence of this theorem, for any positive integers h, k and 
A-6 Sk we may define (h)K to be the number of orbits of .H wrP K for any 
group H having h orbits, and so 
Note that (1 )K= 1 for any K, and so we are interested in the case k 2 2. 
4. PRIMITIVE COMPONENTS 
We now find the primitive components of those solvable groups having 
the least number of orbits for any fixed egree. 
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Following the notation of Palfy [S], we let R, = S(q) for any q prime, so 
R, = {X + a.~ + b 1 a, b E GF(q), a # 0}, considered asa subgroup of S,, and 
let R, = S4 ( = S(2’) j. Then R, is a primitive p rmutation group which is 
the unique maximal solvable transitive subgroup of S,. Further, (R,l = 
q(q - 1) for q prime, 1R,I = 24, and R, = S, for q = 2, 3,4. 
Now for q 3 5, R, has one element with q cycles, q - 1 elements with one 
cycle, and for each k dividing q - 1, $(k)q elements with 1 + (q - 1 )k cycles, 
whee d(k) is the Euler &function. Thus if H has h orbits, the number of 
orbits of H wr, R, is 
(h)R,= h”+(q-l)h- 
( 
1 q&k)h(‘+‘q-“g’“) ,/4(4-l). 
) 
(2) 
*-l(4- 1) lit1 
Furthermore, Foulser [4, Lemma 2.61 proved that (A) S, = (k +:- ‘) and so 
(h)R,=(‘+z-l) for q=2,3,4. 
Now suppose K is a maximal solvable primitive subgroup of S,. Since the 
stabilizer of 0 in K must be a maximal solvable irreducible subgroup of 
GL(3,2) the only possibility forK [ 11, Theorem 21.61 is K= S(23) of order 
168. Therefore let R, = S(23). By examining the cycle structure ofS(23) we 
have via ( 1): 
(12) R, = (h’ + 63h” + 1041z2)/168. (4) 
Finally suppose K is a maximal solvable primitive subgroup of S,. Since 
the stabilizer of 0 in K must be a maximal solvable irreducible subgroup of 
GL(2, 3), the only possibility forK [Ill, Theorem 21.61 is the 2-transitive 
group of degree 3’ described by Huppert [6], with stabilizer GL(2,3) and 
order 432; we denote this group by R, (note that in this case, S(3’) is 
properly contained in R,). Then by examining the cycle structure ofR, we 
have 
(h) R, = (h9 + 36h6 + 33h’ + 182h3 + 180h2)/432. (5) 
Thus for each k = 4, 8, 9 or a prime, we have determined the exact formula 
for (A) R,, where Rk is the (essentially) unique maximal solvable primitive 
permutation group of degree k. But for any k,, k, = 4, 8, 9 or a prime, 
if H has /I orbits then by definition H wrP R,, has (h) R,, orbits, 
and so H wrP (Rk, wrI Rk?) = (H wr, Rk,) wrP Rk2 has (h)(R,, wrI Rkz) = 
((h) Rk,) Rkz orbits. Thus we can calculate he exact number of orbits for 
strings of wreath products of these components. We now prove that the Rk 
defined above are sufficient to calculate he least number of orbits possible 
fcr ff wrp K, for H having h orbits. h > 2, and K a transitive sola-abie 
subgmp of f,. Indeed, if K is imprimitive, we can wri?e 
KG (K, WT, . wr, Ki), where each K, is a primitive subgroup of S,, witi: 
Ii = k l kT . k,. SD it will suffice to prove the foIlowing theorem: 
where c2 = I + log,(6 .24' ') = 3.05664..., c3 = I+ Iog,(48 .X1 3, = 3.24399..., 
C! = 1 ;iog,5(96 ,241:3)=2.74710..., c = I Jr1og,,jt44 L&-f1 j)= 2.54918.,.. 
al-Id CL, = l+iog,((q- !).24'3)<2.5 for q> 7. Thus since the identit>- 
element in 5, has k cycles, (1) and (6) impl; 
Now (h) R, is a polynomial in h of degree q with ai1 coefficients Nan- 
negative, and so if we let c/~,~ = hq/(hj R, t en (j,,+ imxeases with A 
for q fixed and h > 0, and in particular ((11) R,) R,= (i’izj R,,,)~:,c&,,~~, G 
ii/?) $1 : ‘q’dCl.Jz = hf!.d,$ 1. Thus by induction we get 
‘.2 ) 
\-’ 
Combining (7) and (8) we see that the theorem holds whenever 
or, equivalently, 
Now for q> 11, (2) shows that (h) R, < IW/qjq- 1) and so cfq,h 3 
q(q - I),‘2 for all q 2 11, h > 2. Thus (10) is satisfied for y 3 11 if q”Q d 
2413(g+ ~),/~)!‘Y’--l)(Y-l!) which certainly holds if 2.5 < 1 I’- ‘~ ence the 
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theorem holds for all q 3 11, s, k 3 2. Now using formulas (2) and (3) we 
can calculate d,, exactly for small values of q as follows: 
4 h d Y.ll 
7 2 6415 
5 2 1613 
3 2 2 
3 11 121/26 
2 2 413 
2 5 513 
By combining each of these with (10) we can see that the theorem now 
holds for all cases except possibly q = 3, s = 2, 3, h = 2, 3, . . . . 10; q= 2, 
s = 4, 5, h = 2, 3, 4, 5; and q = 2, s = 2, 3, h > 2. 
Now by (3), (II) R,= (‘I;‘) and so comparing (h)(RP))= 
(((11) R,) R3j R, with (7) for k= 33 and h= 2, 3, . . . . 10 proves the result for 
q = 3, s= 3. For q = 3, s = 2 a comparison of (3) and (5) shows (h) R, < 
(h)(Ri2’)= ((11) R3) R, if and only if h =2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Similarly for q=2, 
s= 5, combining (3) and (7) gives (h)(R, wr, R, wr, R2) < (h)K for all 
1132. 
Next consider q= 2, s= 4. Then K is maximal solvable primitive of 
degree 24, and so the stabilizer of 0 in K must be a maximal solvable 
irreducible subgroup of GL(4, 2). Thus the only possibility forK [ 11, 
Theorem 18.5, Lemma 21.21 is S(2’) of order 960 or S(2’) wrP S2 of order 
1152. Therefore by (l), (h)K> hk/l 152. Now combining this with (3) and 
(4) gives (h)(R, wrI R,) < (h)K for h = 3,4,5, and (2)(R8 wrI R,) < (2)K. 
Finally using (3) and (4) we have (12) R,< (h)(R, wr[ R2) for all k 22 
and (/I) R, < (h)(R2 wrI R4) (<(h)(R, wrI R,)) if and only if h = 2, 3, 4. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
5. A BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF ORBITS 
Now define r(k, h) = min((h)KI K is a transitive solvable subgroup 
of Sk} for h 3 2, k > 1. Then applying Theorems 9 and 4 gives r(k, h) = 
(h)(R,, wr,.-.wr,RkX) for some k,, . . . . k,=4, 8, 9 or a prime, such that 
k,kz ..-k,=k, and so r(k, h)=r(k,, r(kspl, .. . . r(k,, h)...)). Since we have 
an exact formula for r(kj, h) = (h) R,, for all such ki, we could in theory 
calculate r(k, h) exactly for any k 3 1, h 3 2. We now try to bound r(k, h) in 
general. First we note that the value of ki giving proportionately theleast 
number of orbits is 4 for h > 4 and 8 for k = 2, 3. Let f(h) = (h) R4 = (h z 3). 
Then since r(2, r(4, h)) < r(4, r(2, h)) and r(2, r(2, h)) B r(4, h) for all h b 2 
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(by (3 ))? it follows from Theorem 9 that r(4’, iz) = .P(h) for all ir 3 4, and so 
r(k, h) = flogJkth) whenever h > 4 and k is a power of 4. Similarly, r(k, Jz) =
f’“g”‘k’“‘(h) for k = 2, 3 whenever k/S is a power of 4. In order to develop 
this into a formula applicable to all k, we approximate ,Q/z) by a more 
amenable formula: f(h) = (h: 3, = (A4 + 6h3 + 1 lk2 a 6/r ),‘24 and so ,r(k) >
(h + 1.43)‘!24 - 1.43 for all h 3 4. Thus we have 
,f”(h) 3 (h + 1.43 )4’jy24’4’p ‘)‘3) - 1.43 
= 24’:3((h + 1.43)1’24’ 3)d’ - 1.43 
for all h 3 4. So we define the function 
I.(J’, .~.)=24~,‘~((x+ 1.43),i24”3)-‘- 1.43 for all .Y, j. > 0. 
Then note that F(J’, !I?, X) = Y(yr, F(J, I, x)) for all *Y. J’ ;, J‘? > 0. To allow 
for the effect of r(8, h) when h = 2 or 3 we define 
i 
F( l/8, ~(8, h)) for I; = 2, 3 
.Yh =
h otherwise 
so x2= 1.9962 ... . .x3 = 2.9148 .. . . and F(k, x,,) = F(k/8, r(S, h)), h = 2, 3. T’raen 
we have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 10. r(k, h) b F(k. x,,) for all k 3 E, h 2 2 
Proof Since r(k, h)=r(k,, r(k,-l, ...~ r(k,. h)...)) for some k,, . . . . k,=4, 
8, 9: or a prime, such that k, k2 . . . k, = k we use induction on s. 
Suppose first that s = 1. If k = 4 and h 3 4 then F(4, “yI,j =
(h + 1.43)“/24 - 1.43 <f(h) = r(4, h), and for h = 2, 3. F(4, xh) < r(,4, i:) by 
direct calculation using (3). Similarly using (4) and (5) we have F(8, x,,) <
1(8,/z). h=2,3,4 and ?(9,xh)<r(9,h), h=2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and so by 
Theorem 9 we may now assume k = qj q prime. Then by (2) and I 3 ). 
r(qr 12) >h”/q(q- 1) and so the theorem holds if 
24’:3q(q- 1) < (24qqh + 1.43))Y. 
This is true for all cases except q < 11, h = 2; q < 5, h = 3, 4, 5; q = 3, h = 6, 
7, . ..) 12; and q = 2, h = 6, 7. But then exact calculations u ing (2) and (3) 
show that F(q, x,,) < r(q, h) in each of these cases, and thus the theorem 
holds for s = 1. 
Now suppose that s > 1. Note that for k fixed, Fjk, A:) is an increasing 
function of x for x > 1. Thus if s = 2, k, = 2 and h = 2 then since 
F(2, x2) < x3 we have ?(k, xh) = F(kz, F(2, x2)) < ?(k,, x3) < r(kz. 3) = 
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r(k,, ~(2, 2))=r(k, 2). Otherwise, for h=r(kXP, . ..k., h) we have 1;>4 and 
.xli = h and so 
r(k,x,)=p(k~,~(kS-,...k,,Xh)) 
~I’(k,,r(k,_,...k,,h)) (byinduction) 
= r:(k,, I;) 
= r(k,, sh) 
6 r(k,, 15) (by induction) 
=r(k,,r(k,_I...kl,k)) 
6r(k,k,pI...kl,h) 
= r(k, h). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
6. THE PROOF OF THEOREM I 
Let G be a primitive solvable permutation group of degree n= p” and 
rank r. As before we may assume G is maximal. Let G = G, be the stabilizer 
of 0 in G considered as a maximal solvable irreducible subgroup of 
GL(n, p). Then by Theorem 6 we may write G in the form G = H wr, K, 
where H is a maximal solvable primitive subgroup of GL(m, p), K is a 
maximal solvable transitive subgroup of S, for some k > 1, and n = mk. 
Suppose first hat H is permutation isomorphic to T(p”). Then 
G = (S(p”‘)),-, wrp K, and so by Theorem 7, G = S(p”‘) wrP K. But 
Tip”‘) has 2 orbits, and so the number of orbits of G= T(p”j wrP K is 
r = (2)K> r(k, 2) 3 r:(k, x2) = r(k/S, 10) = 241,‘3( 1 1.43/24”3)k:s - 1.43. Thus 
(Y+ 1.43)/24L:33 ((11.43/24”3)‘j8)k, and sokdO.l57log,((r+ 1.43)/24’j3). 
Now suppose H is not permutation isomorphic to T(p”). Then we want 
to show d< ((1. + 1.43)/24L13)c for = 36.435663, or
r 2 24”3d’.‘c - 1.43. (12) 
Let /I be the number of orbits of H. Then r= (h)K> r(k, h)> f(k, xh) by 
Theorem 10, and so the theorem holds if f(k, x,,) > 241J3d1” - 1.43 or 
24”3((x,I+ 1.43)/24”‘)- 1.43a24’13d”c- 1.43. But d=~‘“~, and so the 
theorem holds if ((xh + 1.43)/24L.‘3)k 2 pmklc, or 
pm < ((xA + 1.43)/241j3)‘. (13) 
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Now Huppert [67 proved that for !r = 2, p”! 6 23’, and Fouiser [4] showec 
that for h = 3, p”’ 6 74 and for in = 4, p’” < 3 lo; all of these satisfy ( 13 )~ So we 
may assume ha5 (and so ~,=h), But ((5 + 1.43):‘24!“)“>4.8 x 10”. an@ 
so we may assume p”‘> 4.8 x 10”. 
Now since H is a maximal solvable primitive linear group, by Theorem 2 
h > p”‘:‘i:lZm, with 10 possible exceptions for p”’ ah fess than 4.8 x ic!‘. 
Thus ( 13) holds if p”‘< ((p”‘2/12nz + 1.43)/24’ ‘1’ and so the theorem hoids 
if 
Since y”! > 4.8 x 10” and + - (l/c) = 0.47255.... i i4) hoids whenever ia < 
(4.8 x 1011)o.472.i’!,(24’,312) = 28396.7... So we may assume PIZ > 28396. But 
p 3 2, and so (14) holds whenever 2’.“‘““‘! 2 24’ ‘3 12q which Is certainly 
true for m > 28396. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Note. The bound d< ((r + 1.43)/24’,‘)” is almost asymptotic, For, iet ?? 
be the maximal 2-transitive permutation group of degree 232 describe 
Hupperr [6]. Let Gi= (Nwr, R,) wr,Rt;’ for i3 1. Then Gj has degree 
423316.4’ and (by (3) and (4)) rankri=f’(!O) for j‘(s)=(‘:‘)< 
24”3( (x + !.S)/24’ ‘)” - 1.43 for all .Y > 10, and so for c’ = 36.275 <c = 
36.435663. we have ((ri+ 1.43),:241,‘3)“‘<rl,< ((r;i .43)/34’,-i)c for alli3 3. 
The solvable subgroups of S(p”‘) wrp Sk of iow rank are difficalt 13
determine; those for the Huppert case of k = 1 can be found in [12i. 
However, it is possible to bound the derived iength of such groups as 
follows: 
COROLLARY. Let G be a primitice solcabie permutation group cyf degree d 
and rank I’. Let s(G) be ?he derived hgth qf G. T&w either d< 
((r-i- 1.43),!24L,3)’ or s(~)<7.2161+5,/210gjlog3i(r+ 1.43)/24”‘j. 
.F’roqf Dixon [2] proved that the derived lengt of a solvable 
permutation group K of degree d is at most s(K) < 5(log, d)/2. Since 
s(8i’wr K) 6 s(H) + S(K) and s(S(p”)) = 3, the result fokws from this an& 
Theorem :. 
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